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Rounding Up the Rhymes is an engaging, multilevel activity (Cunningham and Hall, 
1997; Cunningham, Hall, and Sigmon, 1999). It was developed by Drs. Patricia  
Cunningham and Dorothy Hall to be used in the Working with Words Block, one of 
the four approaches for teaching reading in the comprehensive Four-Blocks® Literacy 
Model. It is appropriate to use the Rounding Up the Rhymes activity when most 
children have achieved phonemic awareness and have developed the ability to hear 
rhymes. Rounding Up the Rhymes is a great way to show students how rhymes work 
and how this knowledge will help them when they read and write (Cunningham, Hall, 
and Sigmon, 1999).

Rounding Up the Rhymes is usually introduced in first grade and continued into sec-
ond grade. Students in third grade and beyond who do not yet indicate facility with 
the concept of rhyme, identification of rhyming words, and using spelling patterns and 
word families to help decode and spell other words will also benefit from this activity. 

Rounding Up the Rhymes is used to follow up the reading of a book, story, or poem 
containing a number of rhyming words. The first reading of the selection could be dur-
ing the teacher read-aloud in Self-Selected Reading, during Guided Reading, or during 
content-area time. The first and sometimes second reading of any text should focus on 
meaning and enjoyment. If a book is read during content-area time, the selection cho-
sen is probably informational and supports the concepts of the study unit (theme) that 
the class is currently exploring. Books used for the Rounding Up the Rhymes activity 
become favorites for many students in the class. Putting these books in the baskets 
used for Self-Selected Reading means that these loved books can be reread many 
times, not only for enjoyment, but for the practice of reading and hearing the rhyming 
words in them.

In this book, we hope to provide support to teachers who enjoy using the Rounding Up 
the Rhymes activity to move their students forward in phonemic awareness, rhyming, 
and their understanding that rhymes can assist them as readers and writers. We have 
chosen to include books that have been popular with our own students. We have also 
included books that support curricular areas. Since seasons and holidays are some of 
our favorite times to use the Rounding Up the Rhymes activity, we have included sev-
eral books to support these celebratory times in the classroom.

It is our hope that this book will help with the selection of books and lesson planning 
for teachers who want to use Rounding Up the Rhymes as a regular part of their lan-
guage arts curriculum. We have included a list of the word families/spelling patterns 
matched to the books in which they can be found. There is a list of words to use in the 
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transfer step of the activity. In the transfer step, students are encouraged to use the word 
knowledge they gain during a Rounding Up the Rhymes lesson in order to decode 
unknown words they encounter when reading and spell (encode) words when they are 
writing. Also provided is a support page for curriculum standards. Once it is filled out, 
teachers can see at a glance which word families/spelling patterns should be taught at 
their grade levels. This tool will be helpful as a cross reference of books to use to meet 
curriculum demands. There is also space to indicate the date(s) each word family/spell-
ing pattern was introduced, reviewed, or formally assessed. 

Even though there are many Working with Words Block activities, Rounding Up the 
Rhymes is one of our favorites. This is because the strategy is based on an authentic 
piece of literature, and children’s literature is a passion we both share. 

The Four-Blocks® Framework
The Four-Blocks® Literacy Model is a comprehensive approach for teaching language 
arts that was developed by Drs. Patricia Cunningham and Dorothy Hall in North Caro-
lina during the late 1980s. It began in one first-grade classroom (Cunningham, Hall 
and Sigmon, 1999). This approach is now being used in first-, second-, and third-grade 
classrooms all over the world where teachers want to maximize their instructional time 
and meet the needs of students who are very diverse in their instructional needs and 
learning preferences. 

The Four-Blocks® framework is a multi-method, multilevel approach that consists of 
Working with Words, Guided Reading, Self-Selected Reading, and Writing. The four 
blocks are incorporated every day and are critical in order to meet the different learning 
preferences of students. Incorporating each of the blocks every day honors the belief 
that children don’t all learn the same way. 

In order to meet the needs of children who are at different places in their literacy 
development, each of the four blocks needs to be as multilevel as possible. Strategies 
that provide support for struggling students and strategies that challenge students 
who are more proficient are used within each block. This multilevel approach ensures 
that all students—struggling, average, and excelling—are provided the support they 
need to continue to grow in their literacy development. 

Each block requires about 30 to 40 minutes each day. Because each block receives equal 
time, children get sufficient support to continue to grow regardless of their learning 
preferences. Instruction in all four blocks can be delivered in two to two-and-a-half 
hours each day. (For more information about the Four-Blocks® Literacy Model, see The 
Teacher’s Guide to Four-Blocks® by Cunningham, Hall and Sigmon. Or, visit www.four-
blocks.com.)
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Rounding Up the Rhymes
Sample Lesson Plan

Grade 1

Somewhere in the Ocean by Jennifer Ward and T. J. Marsh  
(Rising Moon Books, 2000)

1. Read the book for students’ enjoyment and understanding. (Self-Selected Reading, Guided Reading,   
or content area)

2. Decide how much of the text you will use for this activity (entire book or specific pages). If you are   
only revisiting specific pages, mark the pages to be used.  

3. During Working with Words, reread the pages you’ve marked, having students listen for and identify   
the rhyming words.   

4. As you are reading, write the rhyming words that children identify on index cards and display them   
in a pocket chart (or write the words on a piece of chart paper).

5. Have students consider each set of rhyming words. Keep rhyming words with the same spelling pat-  
terns. Discard rhyming words that are not spelled alike.

Rhymes to keep        Rhymes to discard
thrive  �ve     run  one 

mix  six     blue  two

line  nine     anemone three 

den  ten     shore  four 

6. Transfer/extend the spelling patterns of the rhyming words you keep to new words to read and write.  

Words to extend/transfer for each spelling pattern

dive hive drive

�x nix af�x

dine �ne swine tine

hen men wren    

Rounding Up the Rhymes
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Rounding Up the Rhymes Rounding Up the Rhymes
Sample Lesson Plan

Grade 1

Wild About Books by Judy Sierra  
(Knopf Books for Young Readers, 2004)

1. Read the book for students’ enjoyment and understanding. (Self-Selected Reading, Guided Reading,   
or content area)

2. Decide how much of the text you will use for this activity (entire book or specific pages). If you are   
only revisiting specific pages, mark the pages to be used. 

3. During Working with Words, reread the pages you’ve marked, having students listen for and identify   
the rhyming words.

4. As you are reading, write the rhyming words that children identify on index cards and display them   
in a pocket chart (or write the words on a piece of chart paper).

5. Have students consider each set of rhyming words. Keep rhyming words with the same spelling pat-  
terns. Discard rhyming words that are not spelled alike.

Rhymes to keep        Rhymes to discard
fat hat cat    Seuss  moose

bill(s) quill(s)     new  too

6. Transfer/extend the spelling patterns of the rhyming words you keep to new words to read and write.  

Words to extend/transfer for each spelling pattern

bat sat mat vat chat splat

hill mill skill trill re�ll
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Rounding Up the Rhymes
Sample Lesson Plan

Grade 2

More Parts by Tedd Arnold  
(Puffin Books, 2003)

1. Read the book for students’ enjoyment and understanding. (Self-Selected Reading, Guided Reading,   
or content area)

2. Decide how much of the text you will use for this activity (entire book or specific pages). If you are   
only revisiting specific pages, mark the pages to be used.  

3. During Working with Words, reread the pages you’ve marked, having students listen for and identify   
the rhyming words.   

4. As you are reading, write the rhyming words that children identify on index cards and display them   
in a pocket chart (or write the words on a piece of chart paper).

5. Have students consider each set of rhyming words. Keep rhyming words with the same spelling pat-  
terns. Discard rhyming words that are not spelled alike.

Rhymes to keep Rhymes to discard
understand hand    new  do

hear fear     apart  heart

room doom    lie  try

okay say

6. Transfer/extend the spelling patterns of the rhyming words you keep to new words to read and write.  

Words to extend/transfer for each spelling pattern

band  gland  strand  cowhand demand 

dear   gear  shear  clear  spear

boom  loom  broom  gloom  zoom

bay  gray  play  spray  sway

Rounding Up the Rhymes
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Rounding Up the Rhymes Rounding Up the Rhymes
Sample Lesson Plan

Grade 2

Wild About Books by Judy Sierra  
(Knopf Books for Young Readers, 2004)

1. Read the book for students’ enjoyment and understanding. (Self-Selected Reading, Guided Reading,   
or content area)

2. Decide how much of the text you will use for this activity (entire book or specific pages). If you are   
only revisiting specific pages, mark the pages to be used. 

3. During Working with Words, reread the pages you’ve marked, having students listen for and identify   
the rhyming words.

4. As you are reading, write the rhyming words that children identify on index cards and display them   
in a pocket chart (or write the words on a piece of chart paper).

5. Have students consider each set of rhyming words. Keep rhyming words with the same spelling pat-  
terns. Discard rhyming words that are not spelled alike.

Rhymes to keep        Rhymes to discard
stair chair     lynx  skinks

well tell     new     true  how-to

nook(s)   book(s)     Chinese  please

tall    small      mall   

6. Transfer/extend the spelling patterns of the rhyming words you keep to new words to read and write.  

Words to extend/transfer for each spelling pattern
fair  �air  lair  midair  repair

dwell  jell  swell  farewell  retell  unwell

cook  look  brook  shook  unhook

call  stall  install




